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SUMMARY 

This report covers two topics of research related to the operation and design 
of zinc/halogen batteries: (1) mass transfer and speciation in concentrated 
zinc halide electrolytes; (2) growth of dendritic zinc deposits under conditions 
of well-defined convection. 

Effective diffusivities have been determined for zinc in concentrated halide 
solutions supported by KCl. They are calculated from polarographic limiting 
currents, which are well-defined even in highly concentrated solutions. The 
diffusivities are practically identical for ZnCl2 and ZnBr2 but decrease 
strongly with increasing zinc concentration (range O.Ol-3M, with 3M KCl). A 
slight effect of pH suggests that hydrogen-zinc complexes participate in the 
discharge process at low pH. 

The speciation of ZnC12 solutions, with and without KCl as supporting electrolyte, 
has been analyzed. The complex ZnCl3- ion appears to be the dominant zinc 
species in supported solutions. The complexation of zinc causes a negative 
contribution to the limiting current in these solutions, since the migration 
flux of the complex anions opposes the diffusional flux toward the cathode. 
After correction for this complex migration effect, the effective diffusivities 
of zinc in supported ZnC12 solutions are in good agreement with recent data for 
molecular diffusivities in such solutions. Consequently, a combination of 
speciation and migration analysis can be applied fruitfully to analyze mass 
transport in zinc/halogen battery electrolytes. 

The growth rate of dendritic (nodular) deposits from concentrated zinc halide 
electrolytes was studied experimentally, using a rotating-concentric-cylinder
electrode (RCCE) cell. This cell, which has well-defined mass-transfer 
characteristics and uniform current distribution, was equipped for visual 
observation of the deposit and measurement of protrusion height. In the 
linear growth regime the growth rate was strongly increased by increasing 
convection, however, the induction time necessary for the onset of the linear 
growth regime was also increased. Variation of pH appeared to have little 
effect. The deposit morphology was strongly influenced by the ohmic resistance 
of the solution (primary current distribution). The role of gas bubbles in the 
initiation of profiles was demonstrated by the effect of clinging bubbles. 
Nonuniform corrosion of nodules by dissolved halogen or acid was shown to be 
an important influence on deposition morphology. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The work reported here may be viewed in some respects as the continuation 
of a research program started by the Electric Power Research Institute. This 
program, reported in Ref. [1], aimed at clarifying the mechanisms of dendrite 
nucleation and propagation, thereby contributing to a larger "window" of den
drite-free operation for zinc-halogen flow batteries. The program, joint be
tween Case Western Research University and Illinois Institute of Technology, 

• concentrated on four topics: dendrite initiation and propagation; additive ad
sorption; current distribution and dendrite growth; fundamental physical proper
ties and electrode kinetic parameters. 

The research at liT dealt mainly with the latter two topics. An efficient 
and versatile method of computing current distributions in flow batteries, using 
orthogonal collocation, was demonstrated [1, Sections 3 and 4]. It was applied 
to flow cells with separator [2], such as the zinc-bromine cell, and to cells 
where parasitic or corrosion reactions (bromine or chlorine discharge; hydrogen 
development) occur simultaneously with the main reaction (zinc deposition)[3]. 
Such current distribution calculations were then combined with dendrite growth 
models to yield quantitative predictions of the dendrite height and distribu
tion in flow cells at various times during a charge half-cycle [1, Sec.7]. 
Since quantitative experimental data for dendrite height and distribution in 
the negatives of zinc-halogen flow batteries were not available, the predicted 
distributions were compared with qualitative information from a few sources. 

The fundamental support studies [1, Sec.lO] yielded correlations of avail
able physical properties and some previously unavailable diffusivities of zinc 
in concentrated solutions. An attempt was also made to characterize the elec
trode kinetics of zinc deposition, with rather uncertain results. 

For the project reported here, experimental work is intentionally emphasized 
and dendrite growth modeling relegated to a later stage. All available evidence, 
both from developers and from the chemical literature, indicates that solution
side mass transfer plays an important role in the deposition process, especially 
since the zinc species are present as complexes which probably include hydrogen 
as a constituent. The concentration and cationic composition of the supporting 
electrolyte have a major effect on deposit morphology. Hence the first two 
parts of the present report cover a more extensive investigation of concentra
tion and pH effects on effective zinc diffusivities in concentrated zinc halide 
solutions. This is followed by a quantitative analysis of these data from the 
viewpoint of complex composition (speciation) of the solutions. 

The third part of this work deals with experimental observations and measure
ments concerning deposit growth and distribution in a rotating-cylinder cell. 
This flow geometry is chosen intentionally to avoid non-uniform potential and 
current distributions, as in the commonly used channel flow cell. The results 

'•' are to serve as a basis for further analytical work where the growth of dendritic 
profiles is compared with available or improved models, e.g., the classical tip
growth model or improved ones [1, sec.7;4] 
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2. EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITIES OF ZINC IN SUPPORTED ZINC HALIDE SOLUTIONS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Zinc/halogen flow batteries are prominent candidates for load leveling 
[5] and electric vehicle propulsion [6] • To permit a large energy-capacity and 
adequate power density, a highly concentrated zinc halide solution is used; this 
electrolyte is circulated between a reservoir and the electrochemical cell. 
Potassium and/or sodium chloride (e.g. 3M) are used as conduction electrolyte 
to improve conductivity, and thereby energy efficiency. 

Diffusivities of zinc in highly concentrated zinc halide solutions are 
needed for the optimization of the cell design [7,8]. Until recently such data 
were lacking, especially for supported halide solutions. For binary ZnC12-H20 
solutions molecular diffusivities have been determined by Oeholm [9] and, more 
recently and with greater accuracy, by Agnew and Paterson [10] and Miller and 
Rard [11]. No such accurate data are available for ZnBr2-H20 solutions. 
Recently, molecular diffusivities of ZnClz for several ZnCl2 solutions supported 
with 3M KCl have been determined by Loftus et al.[l2] using the capillary method. 
The effective ionic diffusivity of zinc at a-rotating hemispherical electrode 
was determined by Kim and Jorne [13] for a solution of O.OSM ZnC12 with 3M KCl. 
Application of the rotating disk electrode to measure diffusivities in battery
strength zinc halide solution is only possible over a limited concentration 
range. Ill-defined and poorly reproducible limiting current plateaus are ob
tained if the solutions are not fairly dilute in zinc (from a battery viewpoint) 
e.g. O.IM or less. This is caused by the rapid build-up of surface roughness 
and early onset of hydrogen evolution. 

A fast and convenient method to obtain diffusivity values of reasonable 
accuracy for concentrated zinc halide solutions is desirable. In the work pre
sented here, we use the polarographic method, i.e., we measure the limiting 
currents at a dropping mercury electrode and calculate the effective diffusivi
ties using the Koutecky equation. This method has the advantage of a liquid 
electrode surface in which zinc forms an amalgam, with periodic surface renewal. 
The effective diffusivity reflects the variation in the diffusion layer of: (1) 
solution composition; (2) fundamental thermodynamic and transport properties; 
(3) concentration and potential gradients driving the reactant. Because of this 
characteristic, it may be argued [Ref. 15,p272] that effective ionic diffusivi
ties measured for a particular mass-transfer geometry should be valid for solu
tions of the same composition in other geometries having similar hydrodynamic 
and mass-transfer characteristics. 

Effective ionic diffusivities of zinc ion should be more representative 
of the mass-transfer process at an electrode such as a zinc cathode than 
molecular diffusivities, e.g. those of ZnCl2, measured by other means. 

• 

The concentration range investigated was 0.01 to 3M ZnCl2 or ZnBr2 with 3M • 
KCl as supporting electrolyte. 

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL 

A Polarographic Analyzer (Model 174A, Princeton Applied Research) was used 
to carry out the measurements. The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 2-1. 
All solutions were prepared with A.C.S. grade chemicals (Fisher Scientific) 
and double distilled water. Both zinc bromide and zinc chloride were previously 
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dried in a desiccator. The solutions of Znc12, ZnBr2 and KCl were prepared by 
weight and selected solutions were checked by A.A. analysis. (Spectrophotometer 
Model 460, Perkin-Elmer). It was found that 0.004% by weight addition of a 
Triton-X-100* solution~· (0.2 weight % in water)t was effective in suppressing 
polarographic maxima due to tangential motion of the drop surface. 

The solutions were purged by nitrogen for an hour before the measurement, 
and blanketed during the experiment. The polarograms were recorded in sampled 
D.C. mode on a X-Y recorder (Model 7040A, Hewlett Packard) with potential sweep 
at a rate of lOmV/s, drop time of O.Ss. The apparatus was kept on a vibration
free table. The cell (Model K62, Princeton Applied Research) and glassware were 
cleaned in an ultrasonic bath, then rinsed with distilled water and washed with 
cleaning solution after each experiment. 

The pH of the solution was adjusted before, and monitored after, each 
measurement to assess the hydrogen ion consumption during the experiment. The 
accuracy of pH values reported is +1 for pH greater than 4 and +0.1 for pH less 
than 2.5. Following each measurement a polarogram was taken for a solution of 
the same composition and pH, but without zinc halide. 

A pycnometer of 50ml was used to determine the density of the solutions 
0 at 25 C. A Cannan-Fenske viscometer (Type 50 Induchem Lab Glass Co.) was used 

to determine the kinematic viscosity of the solutions. 

The flow rate of mercury from the submerged capillary was measured by 
weighing, in the absence of applied potential. It was found later that the 
flow rate at various applied potentials, e.g., E = 01.35V orE= -1.85V vs. 
~was negligibly different from the open-circuit rate. 

2.3 THEORY AND METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

The theory of the polarographic limiting current has been discussed ex
tensively by Levich [14] and Newman [15] • The limiting current density at a 
radially growing drop without tangential surface motion is 

nFC
00 

7D i 1/2 
i = --· (37ft) (1+1.0302 
n si 

D.112 1/6 
~ t ) 

y 

where the radius of the drop, r
0

, increases as 

r = ytl/3 
0 

andy is proportional to the flow rate of mercury (m) to the 1/3 power. 

(2-2) 

Expressed in dimensional quantities the limiting current can be written 

*Triton-X-100 is a polyethyleneglycol ether of monoisooctylphenol, supplied by 
Fisher Scientific Co. 
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where m is proportional to the corrected height [Ref. 18. p.36], i.e., the 
height of the mercury column corrected for back pressure from interfacial 
tension between the mercury and the solution. 

(2-3) 

This equation is known as the Koutecky equation and differs from the Ilkovic 
equation only by the correction term in parenthesis on the right hand side. 

Although equation (2-1) may be extended by higher order terms containing 
Dl/2tl/6 

the quantity y , their magnitude is far too small to be detected experi-

mentally. Therefore we use eq. (2-3) to calculate the effective diffusivity. 

In practice the polarographie limiting current contains a residual or 
background current due to the reduction of hydrogen ions and other impurities 
in the solution. Therefore, the limiting current of a certain Znc12 solution 
at a certain pH was determined as follows: 

(1) The polarogram of the conduction electrolyte (3M KCl) at that pH was 
obtained; (2) The .polarogram for ZnC12+3M KCl solution was obtained under 
the same conditions, and the limiting current value read at the inflection 
point, as discussed below; (3) The conduction-electrolyte current was sub
tracted from the ZnC12+3MKCl limiting current. This corrected limiting 
current was then used for the calculation of the effective diffusivity. 

Due to the current limitation of the experimental apparatus a relatively 
short drop time (O.Ss) had to be used to obtain the limiting current of zinc 
in concentrated solutions. For consistency, this drop time was used throughout 
the present work. 

The validity of equation (2-3) was first checked for this drop time, using 
lmM Cd(N03) 2 in O.lM KCl. Good agreement was found with the theoretical dif
fusion limiting c~5ren~ ~!.52 ~A) based on the diffusion coefficient at infinite 
dilution, 7.20xl0 ems • The experimental limiting curr~gt m2asured was 
l.SO~A, corresponding to a diffusion coefficient of 7.15 10 em s-1, which is 
the same value as reported by Heyrovsky and Kuta [18] • The experimental half
wave potential was E= -0.6V vs.sce which is in agreement with the value given 
by Sawyer and Roberts [16] • Kalthoff and Lingane [17] reported that the dif
fusion currents of cadmium and zinc ions in excess chloride ions, measured at 
longer drop times than 0.5 s (as in this experiment), are considerably larger 
than predicted by the Ilkovic equation but in good agreement with the Koutecky 
equation (2-3). In this work the experimental diffusion current of 0.45mM CdC12 ·-' 
(+.1M KCl) was found to be 1.38~A which is in good agreement with the theoretical 
diffusion current, 1.40~A. 

2.4 RESULTS 

2.4.1. Polarograms of dilute solutions 

From Fig. 2-2 the diffusivity of the zinc species may be calculated as 
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7.72xl0-6cm2s-1 , in !ood agreement with the value reported by Heyrovsky and Kuta 
[18], 7.69xl0-6cm2s- (Note that the pH of the solution in Fig. 2-2 is 7; the 
diffusivity is much h~gher for solutions of lower pH as will be discussed). The 
limiting current plateau in these measurements is fairly well defined. (Fig. 2-2) 
It is almost reached at -1.2 to -1.3V (vs. ~),but has a weak incline and 
inflects only just before the onset of the second wave, at -1.75V. The in
flection point at -1.75V is a clear demarcation point for the limiting current. 

As the zinc concentration increases, these features remain the same, but 
the inflection point shifts to a more negative potential, as demonstrated in 
Fig. 2-3. (-1.85V vs ~for 0.115M ZnC12) and Fig. 2-8 (-1.9V for 0.508M ZnC12). 
Fig. 2-4 also shows some of the instability (polarographic maxima) which 
characterize the polarograms of more concentrated solutions. The instability 
has been much reduced by the addition of surfactant. In spite of the current 
instability the limiting current level can be easily determined. 

The addition of surfactant has no effect on the limiting current level 
and on the potential of inflection point. The shift of the inflection point 
was not affected by variation of mercury flow rate. There are also no discern
ible differences between polarograms for ZnC12 and ZnBr2 in 3M KCl solution. 
However, there is a slight increase of limiting current with decreasing pH. 
This effect will be discussed below. 

2.4.2 Polarograms of concentrated solutions 

Two series of polarograms are shown for concentrated solutions of ZnBr 
in Fig. 2-4 through 2-7, and ZnCl2 in Fig. 2-8 through 2-11. Current insta~ility 
usually sets in during, or at the end of, the mass transfer limiting condition. 
However, the limiting current plateau can still be easily recognized from the 
average base line. 

The shift of the limiting current inflection to more negative potentials 
as the zinc concentration increases is a general feature of the two series of 
polarograms. This may be attributed to the fact that more energy is needed 
for the charge transfer of reacting species due to the change in complexation 
and the increased viscosity of the solution. The experimental conditions in 
Fig. 2-12 and Fig. 2-9 differ only in pH value, however, the limiting current is 
reached at -1.7V in Fig. 2-12 (pH=4.8) compared with -1.9V in Fig. 2-9 (pH=l.S). 
Sammells [19] also .indicated that the variation of pH with zinc chloride concen
tration in the presence of a fixed amount of hydrochloric acid can only be ex
plained by the existence of hydrochlorozinc complexes. Note that the limiting 
current inflection is reached at a more negative potential for ZnC12 than for 
ZnBr2(both in 3MKC1). 

This interpretation is in agreement with observations on the acidity of 
the solution. An addition of 0.05 ml of lN HCl was necessary to bring the pH 
of 100 ml 1.0 M ZnC12 from 5.3 (initial value) to 4.8. On the other hand, only 
0.05 ml of lN HCl was needed to change the pH of .100 ml 1.0 M ZnBr2 from 3.7 
(initial value( to 2.0. These facts suggest that hydrohalozinc complexation 
is stronger in ZnCl2 than in ZnBr2. This is also in agreement with the report 
by Mizumachi [19] that the pH of 6M ZnBr 2 is 0.4 whereas the pH of 6M ZnCl2 is 1. 
Literature data for the association equilibria of g+ with halozinc complexes 
are available only for chloride; they are listed in Table 2-1. The stability 
constants in Table 2-2 show that chlorozinc complexes are more stable than the 
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hromozinc complexes. 

3. Effective diffusivities 

The mass-transfer limited character of the c~27~nt at_f7~ inflection point 
may be demonstrated by constructing a plot of I~m vs. m which will yield 
a straight line according to equation (2-3). This requires measurements at 
different corrected heights [Ref. 18, p. 36]. The present experimental setup 
allows only a limited range of heights; usually four different overhead heights 
(46,62,77,87 em) of mercury were used. An exception is the highest ZnCl2 con-
centration where some limiting currents exceeded the limitation of the apparatus 
(lOrnA). Diffusion coefficients were back-calculated from equation (2-3) and 
the resulting averaged diffusion coefficients together with their standard 
deviations are given in Table 2~3. 

Table 2-3 shows that the effective diffusivities of zinc for ZnC12 in 3M 
KCl are little different from those of ZnBr2 in 3M KCl, as expected. The De££ 
of 1M ZnCl2 at pH = 4.8 is 16% lower than at pH = 1.5. Fig. 2-13 shows the 
effective diffusivities of zinc in comparison with data available in the 
literature. The diffusivity decreases rapidly with concentration in dilute 
solution and more slowly in concentrated solutions. 

Discussion 

Fig. 2-13 compares the diffusivity data determined in this work with the 
few data available in_the literature for ternary (ZnC12-KCl-H20) and binary 
(ZnC12-H2o) solutions. Kim and Jorne [13], using the rotating hemispherical 
zinc electrode at different rotation rates, with the reaction under mixed 
kinetic and giff~sion control, obtained an effective ionic diffusivity value 
of 8.9 x 10- em s-1 for O.OSM ZnCl2 in 1M KCl; it is in good agreement with the 
present results. Loftus ~ al. [12], measured molecular diffusivities of Znc12 
in ZnCl2-KCl solutions by a capillary method. No significant dependence on the 
concentration of ZnCl2 was found over the range 0.4-1.6M ZnC12 in 3.5M KCl. 

Agnew and Paterson [10] and Rard and Miller [29], using the Rayleigh inter
ferometric method described by Chapman [28] , determined very accurate values 
of the molecular diffusivity of ZnC12 in binary (ZnC12-H20) solutions. These 
values like those of Loftus et al. [12], are significantly higher than those 
found in this work. Table 2-4 illustrates this feature for selected ZnCl2 con
centration. To explain the discrepancy, it is necessary to realize that the 
effective diffusivities of zinc currently measured are not molecular (pertain
ing to ZnCl2), like those of Reference [10,12,28], but ionic. They are formally 
a property of the zinc (or zinc complex) ion, being derived from dilute-solution 
equations (in this case the Koutecky equation) in which each species, such as 
the zinc ion, has only one transport property associated with it. The migration 
effect, i.e. the contribution to the current caused by movement of ions due 
to the electric field, is neglected in the analytical derivation of these 
equations. Experimentally, however, the migration contribution is absorbed in 
the ionic diffusivity calculated from the limiting current. For solutions con
centrated in ·the reacting species the migration contribution may be appreciable; 
this is clearly the case here. However, the migration effect is not the only 
explanation for the low diffusivity values found in this work. 

The effective ionic diffusivity determined from a limiting current measurement 
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is an integral diffusivity of the reacting species. It represents an average 
of the composition and physical properties encounter~d in the diffusion layer 
near the electrode, as discussed by Newman [Ref. 15, p.272]. For the effective 
diffusivity of zinc in concentrated zinc halide solutions we expect therefore, 
that the following factors influence its value: (1) the effect of ionic migra
tion, in combination with the formation of ionic zinc complexes, and (2) 
variation of physical properties, in 'particular viscosity, with concentration. 
In Section 3 of this report, a quantitative analysis of these factors is under
taken and applied to the experimental data presented in this section. Here we 
discuss briefly the qualitative features of these effects as they appear from 
the data. 

The low value and strong concentration dependence of the effective dif
fusivities found in this work does not necessarily contradict the results of 
Loftus et al. · [12] • To the low values of the ionic diffusivity a large positive 
correction may be applied to account for a negative migration effect caused by 
the presence of species such as ZnCl) of ZnC14 • 

The fact that at low pH one finds a slightly larger diffusivity of zinc may 
be attributed to the greater abundance of hydrohalozinc complexes at low pH; 
it is reasonable to assume that these complexes, being less negative in charge, 
make a less negative migration contribution than the halozinc complex. As 
discussed above, the presence of hydrohalozinc complexes may also be inferred 
by the negative trend of the inflection-point potential with increasing concen
tration and acidity. Their existence and stability have been discussed by 
Mizumachi [20], Marcus and Coryell [21] and Hildebrand and Bowens [22]. 

To assess the effect of viscosity increase with ZnCl2 concentration the 
mobility product was also calculated (Table 2-3). Fig. 2-14 indicates a rapid 
decrease of this product with ZnC12 concentration in the very dilute range and 
a minimum at a concentration of approximately 0.4M. At very high zinc concen
trations, the product approaches the value it had in dilute solution. It is 
obvious that the Stokes-Einstein equation does not hold over the concentration 
range of interest. As discussed by Miller [25], there is no rigorous quantita
tive connection between viscosity and diffusivity in binary concentrated solu
tions. The ions move through a very lumpy medidm consisting of other ions and 
solvent molecules of not greatly differing sizes. The condition is very dif
ferent from that of a macroscopic object moving through a continuous medium, 
which is the assumption of Stokes law leading to Walden's rule. Nevertheless, 
the trend shown by the mobility product provides an estimation method for 
practical applications. It would also be more plausible to apply the correc
tion for migration effect to the ~D product than D itself. 

Ideally, one would like to analyze mass-transfer in concentrated solutions 
of one or more electrolytes, such as the present solutions, in terms of multi
component binary diffusivities, These may be defined according to a friction 
coefficient formalism or as flux (Onsager) coeffic ients. [Ref. 15, Ch. 12&14]. 
For example, assuming complete dissociation of ZnC12 and KCl one would have 
six friction-type diffusivities: Dzn++-H 0 D2n++-c~- D2n++-K+, DK+- H 0 . 2 ' ' 2 

D + - and D -K -Cl Cl -H2o. The subject of ion diffusion in multicomponent electro-
lyte solutions has been discussed in detail by Miller [25,26] and Wendt [27], 
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who demonstrate how one can obtain multicomponent ionic diffusion coefficients 
from the macroscopic properties such as molecular diffusivities, electrical 
conductivity and transport numbers of a binary or ternary electrolyte solution. 
However, sufficient data, or data of sufficient accuracy, are usually not avail
able for ternary solutions. This work demonstrates that measuring polarographic 
limiting currents is a fast and reasonably accurate method to obtain effective 
diffusion coefficients in concentrated sol~tions. The data obtained by this 
method may eventually contribute to securing the multicomponent binary dif
fusivities over a wide range of concentrations. 

ZnC12 

ZnBr 2 

Table 2-1 Association constants of hydrochlorozinc complexes 

Reference 

Ka3 [22] 

Ka4-l [21] 

Ka4-l [20] 

Ka4-2 [20] 

Table 2-2 

Log Kl 

0.72 

-0.32 

0.22 

-0.6 

Ka
3 

= [HZnC1
3

] I [H +] [ZnC1
3
-] 

K a4-l 

K a4-2 

+ 2-
= [HZnC14 -]I [H 1 [ZnC14 1 

- + 2 2-= [H2ZnC14 ] I [H ] [ZnC14 ] 

Stability constants of halo zinc complexes 

K2 K3 K4 Method 

0.491 -0.193 0.176 cation exch. 

-0.05 -0.30 -0.15 Calor. 

-0.1 -0.14 -1.0 cation exch. 

-0.37 -0.73 +0.44 Calor. 

K = [ZnX (2-n)]/[Zn2+] [X-]n 
n n 
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Iable 2-3 Effective diffusivities of zinc in acidified 
3M KCl. 

ZnC12 (M) 0.0107 0.105 

pH - - - - -- below ! 

6 2 -1 *.** DxlO (em s .) · 9.98 7.8 

11 (centipoise) 0.922 0.928 

8 
].lDxlO (dyne) 9.20 7.24 

ZnC12 (M) 0.508 

pH 1.9 

6 2 -1 DxlO (em s ) 7.02 

].l(centipoise) 0.974 
8 

].lDxlO (dyne) 6.84 

ZnBr2(M) 0.0091 0.104 

pH 1.5 2.0 

6 2 -1 *** DxlO (em s ) 9.41 7.86 

].l(centipoise) 0.933 0.933 
8 

].lDxlO {dyne) 8.78 7.33 

* only one measurement 
** pH = 3.4 

** 0.402 1.0 2.0 

1.5- - - - - - -- - -- - --

7.43 7.19 6.23 

0.951 1.040 1.324 

7.07 7.48 8.25 

1.0 

4.8 

6.00 

1.040 

6.24 

0.5 1.0 2.0 

2.0 1.65 1.5 

7.38 7.15 6.16 

0.963 1.074 1.342 

7.11 7.68 8.27 

* 3.013 

-- - -

5.24 

1.583 

8.3 

2.51 

2.35 

5.92 

1.577 

9.33 

***Standard deviations are in the neighborhood of 0.2 for diffusivity measure
ments and in the neighborhood of 0.003 for viscosity measurements. 
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C(ZnC12 M) 

Table 2-4 Comparison of effective diffusivities with 
molecular diffusivities 

Effective Diffusivity Molecular Diffusivity 

1.0 3.013 0.9096 3.095 0.996 3.222 

Supporting electrCDlyte 3M KCl Nonsupported 

5 2 -1 DxlO (em s ) 0.719 0.524 0.971 1.204 0.976 1.254 

Ref. This work [10] [29 ,est.] 
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Fig. 2-1. Schematic of Experimental Apparatus 
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0.98mMZnC12 + 3MKC1 

pH • 7.0 

-o.av -1. 7V 

Fig. 2-2. Polarogram of dilute ZnC12 solution in 3M KCl at pH=7.0 

O.llSMZnC12 + 3MKC1 

pH • 7.0 

-o.sv -l.7V 

Fig. 2-3. Polarogram of 0.115M ZnC12 in 3M KCl at pH-7.0 
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3mA 

lmA 

6mA 

2mA 

O.SMZnBr2 + 3MXC1 

pH • 2.0 

-l.OV -l.W 

Fig. 2-4. Polarogram of O.SM ZnBr2 in 3M KCl at pH=2.0 

l.OMZnBr2 + 3MXC1 

pH • 1.65 

-l.OV -1.9V 

Fig. 2-5. Polarogram of l.OM ZnBr2 in 3M KCl at pH=l.65 
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6mA 

2mA 

6mA 

2mA 

2.0MZnBr2 + 3MKCl 

pH • 1.5 

-1.2V -2.1V 

Fig. 2-6. Polarogram of 2.0M ZnBr2 in 3M KCl at pH=l.S 

2.52MZnar2 + 3MKC1 

pH • 2.35 

-1.5V -2.4V 

Fig. 2-7. Polarogram of 2.52M ZnBr2 in 3M KCl at pH=2.35. 
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lmA 

lmA 

6mA 

2mA 

0.508M ZnC12 + 3M KCl 

pH • 1.9 

-1.2V -2.1V 

Fig. 2-8. Polarogram of 0.508M ZnC12 in 3M KCl at pH=l.9 

l.OMZnC12 + lMKCl 

pH • 1.5 

-1.2V -2.1V 

Fig. 2-9. Polarogram of l.OM ZnC12 in 3M KCl at pH=l.S 
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6mA 

2mA 

6mA 

2mA 

2.0MZnC12 + 3MKC1 

pH • 3.4 

-1.4V -2.3V 

Fig. 2-10. Polarogram of 2.0M ZnC12 in 3M KCl at pH=3.4 

3.013MZnC12 + 3MKC1 

pH • 1.15 

-1.8V -2.7V 

Fig. 2-11. Polarogram of 3.013M ZnC12 in 3M KCl at pH=l.lS 
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l.OM ZnC12 + 3MKC1 

pH • 4.8 

-l.OV -l.9V 

Fig. 2-12. Polarogram of l.OM ZnC1
2 

in 3M KCl at pH=4.8 
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Fig. 2-13. Comparison of diffusivity data 
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Fig. 2-14. Mobility product (~D) vs. zinc concentration. 
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3. COMPLEXATION AND MIGRATION IN SUPPORTED ZINC HALIDE SOLUTIONS 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

In Section 2 we presented effective diffusion coefficients obtained by 
measuring the limiting current at a dropping mercury electrode in concentrated 
zinc halide solutions. The incentive for determining these effective diffusivi
ties is both practical and fundamental. On the one hand the limiting current 
method, if applied to well-defined flow geometries, is a simple and convenient 
method to determine the diffusivity of the reactant species from its mass 
transfer rate. It has been used extensively, e.g., for copper ions and for 
ferricyanide or ferrocyanide ions, at a rotating disk electrode [2,3,4,5,6,7, 
14]. In the case of concentrated zinc halide solutions, the dropping mercury 
electrode allows one to measure limiting currents which at any solid electrode 
would instantly lose definition because of the rapid build-up of roughness near, 
and at, the limiting current. 

From a fundamental viewpoint, Newman [15] has argued that the integral 
ionic diffusion coefficient, or effective diffusion coefficient, should repre
sent mass-transfer in an electrochemical cell at the limiting rate better than 
a molecular diffusion coefficient obtained by other means. As first indicated 
by Acrivos [36], in the limit of high Sc numbers the same effective diffusion 
coefficient should apply to mass-transfer at the limiting rate from a given solu
tion for an entire class of similar boundary flows, e.g., laminar forced con
vective flow, (rotating disk, flow at a plate, etc.); this should be true even 
though the physical properties may vary with composition in the diffusion layer. 

In the case of effective diffusivities from limiting current measurements, 
not only do the physical properties vary throughout the diffusion layer but there 
may also be a significant effect of ionic migration and of complex formation, or 
other speciation, in the solution. Both effects may be expected to play a major 
role in concentrated zinc halide solutions, of the type studied in Section 2 of 
this paper. However, it is not clear in how far these effects are responsible 
for the strong concentration dependence observed for the effective diffusivities 
of zinc in both ZnCl2 and ZnBr2 solutions. This concentration dependence is 
much stronger than that of molecular diffusivities determined by the capillary 
diffusion method. To elucidate this question, we analyze in this paper the 
migration and complexation contributions both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

3.2. ANALYSIS OF MIGRATION AND COMPLEXATION 

3.2.1. Migration effect on the limiting current 

The migration flux, i.e., the movement of charged species due to the 
presence of an electric field is a problem of practical interest when one wants 
to assess accurately the mass-transfer limitation of the current in solutions 
that are not very dilute in the reactant. The mass-transfer coefficient cal
culated from limiting current measurement may be applied to non-ionic mass 
transfer or heat transfer only if it is corrected for the migration contribution 
to the limiting current. 

Eucken [37] first treated the effect of migration assuming a stagnant dif
fusion layer containing three univalent ionic species. Ilkovic [38] rejected 
Eucken's analysis because it did not agree with experimental data for the 
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discharge of hydrogen ions on growing mercury drops [39]. Okada, et al., [40] 
considered the effect of ionic migration on limiting currents for a growing . 
mercury drop. Gordon, et al., [41] treated the migration effect for the rotat
ing disk electrode by assuming a constant potential gradient in the diffusion 
layer. Newman [42] investigated the migration effect, without any simplifying 
assumptions, for four cases, i.e •. , the stagnant Nernst diffusion layer, the 
rotating disk electrode, the dropping mercury electride, and penetration into 
a semi-infinite medium. He demonstrated good agreement between experimental 
data [39] and his analysis for the dropping mercury electrode, thereby removing 
Ilkovic's objection to Eucken's method of analysis based on the equations of 
electrolytic mass-transfer •. Transient diffusion at a growing mercury drop, and 
toward an electrode at the end of a capillary cell, were also shown to be 
mathematically similar. Newman also demonstrated that the case of migration 
thro~gh laminar diffusion layers generally, at high Schmidt numbers, is mathe
matically identical to that of migration to a rotating disk [43] • On the other 
hand, the migration contribution in free convection at a vertical plane elec
trode differs qualitatively and quantitatively from the previous·cases, as shown 
by Selman and Newman [44] • 

In the present analysis we adopt Newman's method of solving migration prob
lems [42]. However, the effect of, complexation is included in this analysis, 
by treating it as a homogeneous reaction which is assumed to be very fast. 
Results are presented for variable extent of complexation and for the particular 
conditions believed to exist in concentrated zinc halide solutions. This allows 
us to correct the effective diffusivities for the migration effect; thereby we 
establish a better basis for comparison with molecular diffusivity.values re~ 
ported in the literature. 

3.2.2. Speciation in concentrated zinc halide solution 

The stability constants of the various zinc complexes 

Zn2+ + nX-T ZnX (2-n) 
n 

as defined by 
. [ZnX (2-n)] 

n 

(3-1) 

(3-2) 

have been determined by various methods. Table 3-1 shows selected values deter
mined in solutions containing various supporting electrolytes. 

. . + 
Far fewer da~a are available for the association equilibria of H or 

alkali cations, M , with ZnX2 to form complex species with constants such as 

. + -
Ka3 = [HZnC13]/[H] [ZnC13 ] 

- + 2-Ka4-l = [HZnC14 ]/[H] [ZnC14 ] 

+ 2 2-
Ka4-2 = [H2ZnC14] I [H ] [ZnC14 ] 
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(3-3) 

(3-4) 

(3-5) 



·(3-6) 

(3-7) 

The data available in the literature are collected in Table 3-2. It is apparent 
that association equilibrium data are available only for zinc chloride. The 
association equilibria in bromide solutions one may expect to be weaker [22] 

Zinc species which may be present in acidic· zinc halide solutions are 
listed in Table 3-3. The data needed for analysis of the speciation in the 
extremely complicated case of ZnBr2 solution supported by KCl are not adequate. 
Therefore, we here analyze only the speciation of acidic ZnCl2 with and without 
KCl. 

From the data in Table 3-1 it is clear that there are considerable discrep
ancies between the data from various sources. This is due not only to dif
ferences in experimental method and accuracy but also to the choice of the 
supporting_cation. In general, the results of emf methods lead one to con~!ude 
that ZnC13 is dominant whi!e ion-exchange measurements suggest that Znc14 is 
at least as common as ZnC13 , at chloride concentrations above 2M. 

Many of the discrepancies between stability constants reported in the 
literature are probably due to the use of different supporting electrolytes, 
which affect the degree of nonideality of the concentrated solutions. In the 
most sophisticated determinations by the emf method [51], the nonideality due 
to ion hydration effects was accounted for. The concentrated solutions were 
treated as ideal mixtures of hydrated species and free water, according to the 
Bjerrum hydration theory [53,54]. Stability constants were reported based on 
the total concentration of hydrated ions and free water. Therefore, the 
stability constants are functions of both ZnCl2 and supporting chloride con
centrations. 

In this work, we make use of these corrected stability constants to cal
culate the speciation of zinc in ZnC12 solutions with and without KCl as sup
porting chloride. First, the concentration dependence of the stability con
stants with respect to ZnCl2 and NaCl is obtained and it is assumed that KCl 
may be substituted for NaCl, provided a different hydration number is used. 
The hydration number of potassium ion in this calculation was obtained from 
Robinson and Stokes [54] • (For details see Appendix A) 

Figure 3-1 shows the resulting speciation diagram for a binary ZnCl2 solu
tion. This may be compared with the results of Bradd and Leger [55] who used 
the stability constants obtained by Short and Morris [23]; their speciation 
diagram is shown in Fig. 3-2. There is little difference in speciation for di
lute zinc concentrations. In concentrated solutions, however, the most abun
dant2~pecies is ZnC13-, according to our analysis (Fig. 3-1) whereas it is 
ZnC14 according to Fig. 3-2. 

In zinc/chlorine battery, zinc chloride is supported by potassium chloride 
and/or sodium chloride. The presence of the supporting cation changes the 
activity of free water due to hydration effects. Fig. 3-3 illustrates the 
speciation of ZnCl2 supported with 3M KCl, after accounting for the hydration 
effect of potassium ion. The result, very different from that obtained in 
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Fig. 3-2, is that the major species is ZnC13 at both low and high ZnC12 concen
trations. 

It should be noted that Short and Morris [23] obtained their data using 
the cation-exchange method and kept the zinc-65 tracer at very low concentration 
(5.3 x 10-~) before the addition of ion-exchange resin. They also assumed 
the simultaneous existence of all the zinc complexes and calculated the stabil
ity constants by iteration. This method allows no explanation for the hydra
tion effect of the supporting electrolyte. Also, the concentration range of 
zinc is far too small for the results to be applicable to the zinc/halogen 
battery electrolyte, which is 1.5-3M in ZnC12 • 

Fig. 3-4 shows the range of stability constants (K3 and K4) as a function of 
r, i.e., the ratio of concentration of potassium ion to that of chloride ion. 
The solutions become dilute in ZnC12 as r approaches 1.0. If 3M KCl is used 
as the supporting electrolyte, all chloride ions are complexed when r drops to 
1 - 1 2-3 {for ZnC13 dominant) or 2 (for ZnCl4 dominant). In dilute solution K3 = 1 
and K~ = 0.27, whereas in concentrated solution (CZnCl = 3.47M) K3 = 35 and 
K4 = 32. 2 

A distribution diagram for ZnBr2 solutions using the data of Short and 
Morris [23] is shown in Fig. 3-5. No stability constants accounting for the 
hydration effect of supporting electrolyte are available. 

The existence of hydrochlorozinc complexes has been referred to in the 
literature from time to time (Table 3-2); Sammells [19] invoked them to explain 
the reduction in pH during electrodeposition of zinc. In Section 2 of this 
report we observed differences in effective diffusivities that may be ascribed 
to hydrogen-zinc complexing. Association of potassium ion with zinc has also 
been reported [48]. However, the quantitative information about both hydrogen 
and potassium-zinc chloride complexes is too scarce for a reliable complexation 
analysis. Therefore, in the following only halozinc complexation is considered. 

3.2.3. Transport in dilute solutions 

Although we deal in this analysis with diffusivity data for very concen
trated solutions, it is appropriate to analyze the migration contributions in 
first approximation as though the solutions were dilute. This is because the 
effective diffusivities were calculated from the measured limiting currents by 
means of the Koutecky equation (2-1), which is itself a dilute-solution equation. 
The same ion-ion interaction effects that are neglected in arriving at the 
effective ionic diffusivities, are then neglected in the migration analysis. 
Consequently, only the speciation of the solution and the mobilities of the 
dominant species will enter into the correction of the diffusivities. 

In a later publication we intend to interpret both the effective zinc 
diffusivities and their migration effects by means of a concentrated-solution 
analysis [15] • However this requires more extensive transport data than are at 
present available, in particular for supported solutions. It also requires 
more extensive, as well as reliable, information about the extent of complex 
formation in these colutions. Therefore, as a first effort in this direction, 
we here aim only to explain the major features of the effective diffusivities 
in concentrated zinc halide solutions. 
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Mass transfer in dilute electrolytic solutions is described by four 
equations; 

(1) A flux expression containing migration, diffusion and convection 
contributions to the flux of species i, Ni, as follows 

+ + 
Ni = - ziuiFCiV~ - DiVCi + Civ 

Here the mobility ui is related to the diffusivity Di by the 
Nernst-Einstein equation 

(3-8a) 

(3-8b) 

(2) The definition of current density in an electrolytic solution due to 
the fluxes of charged particles: 

+ + 
i = F ~ zi Ni 

i 
(3) The material balance for each species ; 

ac. 
l. + 
~ = - V • Ni + Ri (3-10) 

where Ri is the rate of production of species i per unit volume and 
involves homogeneous chemical reactions in the bulk solution such as 
complex formation but not any electrochemical reaction at the elec
trode. 

(4) The electroneutrality equation 

r zic. = 0 
i l. 

(3-11) 

The above equations provide a consistent description of the transport pro
cesses in electrolytic solutions, in terms of only one transport parameter per 
particle. A detailed discussion of these equations is found in [15, Chap. 11]. 

3.2.4. Diffusion and migration at the dropping mercury electrode (DME) 

To analyze the limiting mass transfer rate at a DME, the above equations 
are written in normalized form, using a similarity transformation. If no 
homogeneous reaction takes place, the resulting equation is 

(3-12) 

where the subscript R refers to the limiting reacting species and the variable 
n is defined in terms of drop radius, R; radial distance, y = r-R; and time, t: 

t 

n = R2y/(4DR) R4dt) 1/ 2 (3-13a) 

0 

The normalized velocity v(n) is then a linear function of n: 
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v = 2n (3-13b) 

Newman [42] has shown .. that equations similar to (12) may be written for 
limiting mass transfer in a few other cases of electrochemical interest: 

1. Steady mass trarisfer to a rotating disk electrode; 

2. Unsteady mass transfer to a growing mercury drop; 

3. Unsteady mass transfer from a plane into a semi-infinite stagnant 
medium; 

4. Steady mass transfer through a Nernst diffusion layer. 

In each of these cases Eq. (12) is obtained if the appropriate similarity 
transformation is applied. Table 3-4 displays the definition of n and the re
sulting velocity function v(n) for each case. Mass transfer at a DME is formally 
similar to unsteady-state mass transfer at a plane electrode, as implied in the 
original Ilkovic equation (without correction for curvature) [15, Chap.l9]. 
Since the numerical solution of the four cases does not entail more effort than 
for a single case, results for the other cases are presented below along with 
the DME results. 

The boundary conditions at the electrode are, for each species 

(3-14) 

where si and n are define~ by the reaction stoichiometry: 

(3-15) 

Therefore, the species boundary conditions are linked: 

(3-16a) 

while the boundary condition for the limiting reactant is: 

c = 0 
R 

at n = 0 (3-16b) 

The boundary condition in the bulk is, for each species 

ci = cico at n = co, ~ = 0 at n = nmax (3-17) 

where n , the zero of potential, can be chosen arbitrarily. max 

The bulk support ratio, r, calculated from these Cico values, e.g., 
[K+] 

r = [cl-] in the absence of complexation, is an important system parameter. 
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In the solutions studied here, zinc species are likely to be complex. 
Complexation is introduced _in Eq. (10) as a homogeneous reaction having a fast 
enough reaction rate that the concentrations of species i always satisfy the 
relations 

or 

[CZnCl-] 
3 

where K3 and K
4 

are taken to be independent of position. 

(3-18) 

(3-19) 

We assume that the solution is composed of either trichlorozinc or tetra
chlorozinc ions in addition to simple zinc, chloride and potassium: ions. The 
material balances, Eq. (10), for the four species are added to obtain three 
equations which do not include the reaction rate. These three equations to
gether with Eq. (18) or (19) and the electroneutrality relation, Eq. (11), are 
then used to determine the concentration profile of all four ions and the 
potential distribution, using the numerical method described by White [57] • 

As far as the boundary conditions are concerned, the only difference lies 
in the concentra~ion of th2_species partici~;ting in the complexation. At the 
electrode, ZnC13 or ZnC1

4 
, as well as Zn , should be zero so that K

3 
or K4 is satisfied at the electrode. 

The reactant and potential gradient at the electrode produce the dimension
less limiting current density IL: 

(3-20) 

This dimensionless quantity is related to the actual limiting current density 
which appears in (3-12) through (3-15). Table 3-5 gives the dimensionless 
limiting current density for the four mass transfer geometries of electro
chemical interest. 

In the absence of migration, and hence in the presence of excess support
ing electrolyte, the solution of Eq. (12) combi·ned with corresponding boundary 
conditions yields the limiting "diffusion current"(~). · This current in 
dimensionless variables is listed in Table 3-5. The migration contribution to 
the limiting current is conveniently expressed as IL/~, which should tend to 
1 as r approaches 1. 

3.2.5. Estimation of ionic diffusivity ratios 

In the solution of the equations (3-12) through (3-17) only a few system 
parameters enter: each species is characterized by: (1) the ratio of its 
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diffusivity (or mobility) to that of the limiting reactant, Di/DR; (2) its 
electrical potential expressed by RT/ziF; and, (3) in the electrode boundary 
conditions (Eq. 3-16), its stoichiometric coefficient, si/sR. Therefore, the 
~elution, including the migration correction ~/~, depends on these parameters 
and on r, the bulk support ratio. A particular solution is specific to a particu
lar electrode reaction and electrolyte composition. · 

The input parameters Di/DR are easily estimated f~r the simple ions, since 
the limiting ionic mobilities, Ai' of zn2+, Cl-, and K are well-known. 

RTAi 
Di = uiRT = 2 

lziiF 
(3-21) 

- 2-In the case of ions such as Znc13 and ZnCl the D quantities were estimated 
from the infinite-dilution molecular diffustvi2; of !ncl2_at 25°C, by assum~~g 
dissoci~tion according to either, 3 ZnC12 ~ Zn + 2 ZnCI , or 2 ZnCl ~ Zn 
+ ZnC14 - and applying Eq. (72-6) of Ref. [15]. The resufting valuesfor Di are 
shown in Table 3-6. 

- 2- 0 The diffu~!vit~ Y!lues of the ZnCl and ZnC14 ions at 25 C are 1.864 
and 4.068 x 10 em s ,respective!~+ ~oth values ar~5muc2 larger than the 
infinite-dilution diffusivity of Zn ions (0.71 x 102+ em s-1). Skou, et al., 
[51] conclude from their activity measurement that Zn carries.twelve more 
water2~olecules than ZnCl; which in turn has four more water molecules than 
ZnC14 • This finding is in agreement with the trend of the diffusivity values 
of simple and complex zinc ions, as estimated here. 

3.3. RESULTS 

3.3.1. Effect of ma~3-transfer geometry and support ratio 

Fig. 2~-6 shows
2
the migration contribution to the limiting current, assuming 

either Zn or ZnC14- as the reacting s¥ecie~, the l~~ter in the case of com
plete complz;ation (K4 = ~). If only K , Cl and Zn are present in the solu
tion and Zn is the reacting species, the ~~~ values are greater than one 
and reach values between two and three i~+the b~nary (unsupported) solution; 
this is because the migration flux of Zn ions is in the same direction as 
their diffusional flux. An analytical solution for the stagnant layer can be 
obtained in the case of a binary electrolyte; it is 3. The corresponding 
analytical solutions for the rotating disk and the growing drop are, respectively, 
2.776815 and 2.543928. The numerical solutions are significant to three deci
mals with mesh width of 0.005 for each case. The dimensionless diffusion layer 
thickness for SDL, DME and RDE is 1,4 and 4 correspondingly. 

Comparing three geometries of interest: stagnant diffusion layer (SDL), 
rotating disk (RDE) and growing drop (DME), we observe that there is much less 
influence of geometry than of the support ratio, r. It was also found that a 
20% variation of Di causes only 0.1% change in the ratio I

1
/ID. 

As ~hown_in Fig. 3-2_Ccomplete complexation), the ~/In values are lz~s than 
one if K , Cl and ZnC14 are the only species in the solution and ZnC14 is 
treated as reacting speci2~· Here the migration flux works against the dif
fusional flux since Znc14 has two negative charges. 
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3.3.2. Effect of reacting species and extent of complexation 

. ~ 
The effect of complexation when the simple+ion Zn 2~ the reactant, is 

illustrated in Fig. 3-7. Four species, i.e., K , Cl-, Zn and ZnCl~- are 
assumed to exist in the solution. The dashed line represents the migration 
effect for a solution without complexation i.e., K+, Cl- and zn2+ only. The 
solid line stands for the migration effect due to complexation, assuming a very 
small value of K4. As can be expected, when the extent of complexation is small, 
~~~follows the simple-2~n solution closely (near r=l). I /ID increases 
rela~ive to the simple Zn case and then goes through a max~um as r decreases, 
i.e. as the amount o2_ZnCl2 at fixed KCl concentration i2+increased. This 
indicates that ZnCl moves faster by diffusion than Zn , but migration in the 
opposite direction increasingly counteracts this. Finally, the current drops 
below the ~ level and eve~~ually becomes very small for the binary solution 
since relat~vely little Zn should be available at the electrode. 

Figure 3-8 illustrates this effect in more detail for the DME by means of 
increa~!ng values of~· Notice that at high enough values of K4, e.g., exceed
ing 10 , the value of ~ is lower than ~ (based on ~imple zn2+ diffusion) 
over the entire range of support rations. When ZnC14- is the reacting species, 
this does not happen, of course. Fig. 3-9 shows that IL in that case is always 
lower than ID if K4 is sufficiently large; it approaches ~ as r + 1. The 
limiting situation (K4 + 00) was shown earlier in Fig. 3-6. 

3.3.3. Migration in ZnCl2 + 3 M KCl 

2-
The above illustrative calculations, all assuming ZnC14 as dominant com-

plex species, were carried out for fixed K4 values. However, as shown in Fig. 
3-4, the stability constant depends on composition. Also, from the analysis 
presented earlier (based on the data of Skou, et al. [51]) it appears that 
ZnC13-, not ZnCl~-, is the dominant species. Fig~ 3-10 and 3-11 show the 
migration effect for two representative values of K3, respectively, 3S 2~near r = 0.5) and 1 (near r = 1). The reacting species is assumed to be Zn Note 
that, as in Fig. 3-8, the IL values for r + 1 do not go to ~ and that the de
viation from ~' of course, depends on the mass transfer geometry, being most 
pronounced for the DME. 

For both values of K3 the negative migration contribution (IL/ln - 1) first 
increases, and then decreases, as r is decreased, i.e., as the amoun~ of ZnC12 
is increased at constant KCl concentration. This is because the absolute amount 
of zn2+ available for reaction at the electrode increases as a certain bulk zinc 
concentr~tion is exceeded, since K3 is not infinitely large (as in Fig. 3-6). 
If ZnCl3 is assumed to be the reacting species, as in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13, these 
~~ minima do not occur; the results for K3 = 35 thus are very close to those for 
KJ=l. Figs. 3-14 and 3-15 combine the results of Figs. 3-10 to 3-13 for the DME 
only. 

3.3.4. Correction of effective diffusivities 

The corrected diffusion currents were obtained by dividing the experimental 
limiting current by the correction factor, i.e. 

It 
(3-22) 
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The corrected diffusivity was calculated from ICD' using the Koutecky equation 
(2-1). . 

Table 3-7 shows the IL/~ values and corrected diffusivity values for various 
assumed reacting species. The corrected diffusivities are to be compared with 
the molecular diffusivities of Loftus et al. [12] (Fig. 3-16). The diffusivity 
data of the present work are in good agreement with the latter provided ZnC1

3
-

ie assumed to be the dominant complex ion as well as the reacting species. 
This is significant because mass transfer at the dropping mercury electrode 
(present work) is mathematically similar to nonstationary diffusion in a stagnant 
fluid (capillary method used by Loftus et al. [12]). The diffusivity data from 
the above two methods should therefore be comparable, if migration is excluded. 

The corrected di£fusivitie~_are little different in dilute solution regard
less of whether ZnCl3 or ZnCl4 is the reacting species. However, if ZnC14 2-
is assumed to be the reacting species in concentrated solutions, the corrected 
di~~usivities are much higher than those of Loftus ~ al. [12]. Also if _ 
Zn is2~ssumed to be the reacting species, in the presence of either Znc13 (K3) 
or ZnC14 (K4) as dominant species, the corrected diffusivity values are much 
larger than those reported by Loftus ~ al. [12]. 

Fig. 3-16 also includes molecular diffusivities determined interferometrically 
by Agnew and Paterson [10]. Although these diffusivities are valid only for 
binary ZnC12-H2o solutions at 25°C, they are in remarkably good agreement with 
the corrected effective diffusivities of supported ZnC12 solutions, up to 3M 
ZnCl2. Good agreement is also observed with the molecular diffusivity of ZnCl2 
as estimated from a few data points in ZnC12-solutions, determined interfero
metrically by Rard and Miller [29]. Corrected ~ values are shown in Fig. 3-17 • 

3.4. CONCLUSIONS 

The speciation of concentrated zinc halide solutions plays an important 
role in the mass transfer characteristics of these solutions. Based on a quan
titative analysis of migration effects in such solutions, it appears that 
ZnCl - is the dominant complex species in acidified KCl-supported solutions. 
If t~e migration analysis is employed to correct effective zinc diffusivities 
determined from DME limiting currents, the corrected diffusivities agree well 
with molecular diffusivities reported in the literature, both in magnitude and 
dependence on ZnCl2 concentration. 

The circumstantial evidence for ZnClj dominance presented here agrees well 
with conclusions from extensive activity measurements by the emf method reported 
in the literature. This finding is significant because it indicates agreement 
between the molecular interpretation of equilibrium (activity) parameters and 
nonequilibrium (mass transport) parameters in complex solutions. Such an agree
ment suggests that a simplified rational treatment of transport in such solutions, 
based on major and minor components as identified by activity measurements as 
well as spectroscopic techniques, may be possible. 

A conclusion of immediate utility is that the effective diffusivities in 
concentrated zinc chloride solutions supported by mixtures of alkali or alkaline
earth chlorides may be estimated with good accuracy by means of a straightforward 
migration analysis assuming Zncl

3
- to be the dominant species, as in this work. 
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Table 3-1. Literature Values for Stability ·constants of Halozinc Species. 

Cation Anion lOL og Kl K2 . K3 K4 T(°C) Method Ref. 

Na+ Cl04 
- -0.19 -0.61 0.15 25 45 Znc12 emf 

* -0.32 -0.05 -0.30 -0.15 25 calor. 24 

Na+ Cl04 -0.49 +0.021 -0.066 25 emf 46 

H+ c104 0.72 0.491 -0.193 0.176 20 cation exch 23 

0.43 0.61 0.33 0.22 25 anion exch 47 

Li+ Cl04 0.3 0 1 -1 25 emf 48 

Ca2+ Cl04 1.3 25 emf 49 

Li+ -0.19 0.18 -1.4 -1.52 25 extraction 50 

Na+ c104 
** 1.65 0 4.65 5.65 25 emf 51 

* ZnBr2 -0.6 -0.37 -0.73 0.44 25 calor. 24 

H+ Cl04' 0.22 -0.1 -0.14 -1.0 20 cation exch 23 

* pH = 4.5 **by definition 

Table 3-2. Association Constants in Zinc Halide Solutions 

Cation Anion Log K T(°C) Method Ref. 

H+ Cl - Ka3 = -3.4 pH 22 

u+ Cl Ka4-1 = 0 r.t. anion exch 21 .. 
Li+ H+ Cl - Ka4-1 -0.046 anion exch. 20 = ' 
Li+,H+ Cl - Ka4-2 -0.283 25 exch. 20 = anion 

Na+ Cl - K'a3-1 = -0.7 25 emf 48 

K+ Cl - K' 3-1 -0.22 25 emf 48 = 
K+ Cl - Ka3-2 = -1.0 25 emf 48 

Rb+ Cl - K'a3-1 = -0.1 25 emf 48 

Rb+ Cl - K' a3-.2<-0. 52 25 emf 48 

Cs+ Cl - K'a3-1 = 0.15 25 emf 48 

Cs+ Cl - K'a302 = -0.52 25 emf .48 
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Table 3-3. Species Probably Present in Acidic Zinc Halide Solutions 

ZnC1
2 

and ZnC12+KCl(or NaCl) 

zn2+ 

ZnCl+ 

ZnC12 

zncl; 

2-ZnC14 

KZnC13 

KZnCl~ 

HZnC13 

HZnCl~ 

ZnBr2 
and ZnBr2+KCl (or NaCl) 

Zn2+ 

ZnBr+ 

ZnBr2 

ZnBr3 
2-

ZnBr4 

KZnBr3 

KZnBr~ 

HZnBr3 

HZnBr4 
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Table 3-4. Coefficient v for Different Electrochemical Systems 

System Formula 

Rotating Disk electrode (RDE) 

Dropping mercury electrode (DME) 

Plane electrode 

Stagnant, or Nernst, 
diffusion layer (SDL) 

32 

v = 3n2 

n = y(0.51023v/3DR)
113 

• Jntv 

or 

(for constant flow rate) 

v = 2n 

n = y/2 JDR t--

v = 0 

n = y/o 



w 
w 

System 

Rotating disk electrode 

Dropping mercury electrode 

Pl;,me electrode 

NeFnst stagnant 
diffusion layer 

Table 3-5. Dimensionless Current Density 

Dimensionless current 
density I 

J SR 
vl/6 

I).F cRoo (a/3)1/3 

----
J SR J£ Rlt dt 

nF c R2 D 1/2 
Roo R 

Q~ D 2/3 
R 

~imiting diffusion 
current ~ 

1 
00 2 

f e -n 
0 dn 

. = 1.1198 

. 2 1 =--
00 2 

f e-T.) dn ,r;-
0 = 1.1284 

2 J SR 

··nF CRoo 
~ 
~···7n-;_--- (for constant mercury flow) 

2JsR J+ 
' 1.1284 

nF CR00 DR 

6 1.0000 ·D R 



Table 3-6 

Estimation of ionic diffusivity from molecular 
diffusivity at infinite dilution 

2-
ZnC14 

Diffusivity x 105 

(cm2/s) 

* 0.71 * 1.864 * 4.068 ** 2.056 

* 

** 

Calculated from Agnew and Paterson's value for the_!nfinite-dilution 
molecular diffusivity of ZnC12 at 25°C (1.209 x 10 cm2/s) [10]. 
Used in all results except Fig. 3-6 through 3-9. · 

Calculated from Oeholm's value for the igfin~te dilution molecular 
diffusivity of ZnC12 at 25°C (1.05 x 10- em /s) [ 9]. Used only 
in Figures 3-6 through 3-9. 
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0.0107 

0.105 

0.402 

1.0 

2.0 

3.013* 

Table 3-7. Corrected diffusivity and IL/~ values for 
various assumed reacting species. (R.S.) 

~~~ for various R.S. D for various R.S. corr. 

9.80 9.83 9.98 0.6226 0.4281 1.010 1.0085 23.11 43.70 

7.80 0.6038 0.4025 0.995 0.9332 19.28 38.67 

7.43 0.5466 0.3239 0.950 0.7701 23.90 57.69 

7.19 0.4410 0.2405 0.8635 0.5571 30.67 83.39 

7.88 8.86 

8.16 11.93 

9.39 20.49 

6.23 0.3104 0.2595 0.7412 48.54 65.10 10.75 

5.24 0.2248 0.2553 0.6544 70.61 57.43 11.37 

All diffusivity values are in the unit of 10-6 cm2s-l 

Zn2+/K stands for Zn2+ as the assumed reacting species with homogeneous reaction 
n corresponding to constant K 

n 

* : 2.99M Zncl2 is assumed for the calculation since r should be less than 1/3 
for 3M KCl supporting electrolyte, if the assumed homogeneous reaction cor
responds to K3• 
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Fig. 3-3. Speciation diagram for Znc12 - KCl - H
2
o. 
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4. IN-SITU OPTICAL MEASUREMENT OF ZINC ELECTRODEPOSITION IN A CELL WITH ROTAT
ING CONCENTRIC CYLINDRICAL ELECTRODES. 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this study was to investigate experimentally the effect 
of convection on zinc electrodeposition. In particular, its effect on the 
growth of dendritic nodules was of interest. It has long been known that con
vection reduces dendrite growth. [58] However, the experimental evidence is not 
unambiguous, especially in the case of electrodeposition at extended electrodes. 
Under certain conditions, convection seems to increase dendritic deposition or, 
at least, the formation of profiles which eventually tend to become dendritic. 

An example is shown in Fig. 4-1, which illustrates the effect of flow 
velocity in a parallel-plate deposition cell [59]. Its most remarkable feature 
is the appearance of parallel deposition profiles in the flow direction 
(striations). Such profiles are characteristic for zinc electrodeposition at 
low flow velocities and current densities and tend to disappear at higher cur
rent densities. [30,61] The ridges of the profiles are preferred sites for the 
emergence of dendritic protrusions. Thus, in Fig. 4-1, at low flow velocities 
significant dendritic protrusions are observed, distributed more or less random
ley. At intermediate flow velocities the protrusions are less marked but tend 
to be concentrated on profile ridges. At high flow rates the protrusion growth 
rate seems to increase again, but this may be due to the sharper demarcation of 
the profiles and the predominant location of protrusion on the profile ridges. 
The implication is that, to prevent dendrites from attaining excessive heights, 
there is an optimal velocity. 

The origin and growth of deposition profiles along the flow direction 
(striations) has been investigated in copper deposition by Rogers and Taylor 
[62], Hill, et al. [63], Carlson [64], and Kindlov [65]; and in zinc deposition, 
by Faltemier-an~Jaksic [66], Tsuda [60] and Faltemier [61]. The most recent 
work at LBL [61] concludes that striations in zinc electrodeposition: 

(1) Start at the highest current density portion of the electrode and 
progress toward lower current density regions; 

(2) develop more rapidly, and spread more rapidly along the electrode, 
as the Reynolds number is increased; 

(3) appear only when the current density is less than 80 mA/cm
2 

(in 1 M 
ZnC1 2 solution); 

(4) are e~iminated by sufficiently high current density (above 80-90 
mA/cm in 1 M ZnCl2) or pulsed current application; 

(5) are not strongly affected by concentration or pH of the solution and 
are not connected with bubble formation; thus, their number density _1 perpendicular to the flow direction is approximately constant at 44 em ; 

(6) are not strongly affected by substrate material and of electrode pre
paration; 

(7) are very similar in noncomplexing ZnS04 and in highly-complexing 
ZnC12 • 
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(8) appear at current density levels far below the limiting current density 
both in ZnCl2 and in ZnS04. 

In view of the above conclusions, it was decided to conduct the present 
investigation in a cell with uniform current distribution, from the yiewpoint 
of ohmic resistance as well as mass transfer. This would avoid nonuniformity 
in observed growth rates of profiles caused by nonuniform current distribution 
at the initially smooth substrate. Such would be the case under any flow or 
current density conditions, except at very low flow rates, where Taylor vortices 
may be expected [67] • 

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Fig. 4-2 shows the layout of the rotating-concentric-cylinder-electrode 
(R.C.C.E.) cell. Both the cathode and anode were made out of zinc (99.999%, 
Metron Inc.) The outer electrode has a 21.85 mm gap and the cell wall contains 
a 5-mm width optical window. Through this window, a microscope (Bausch and 
Lomb, 60X) is trained to observe the electrode surface morphology, to take 
polaroid pictures and measure the height of protrusions on the inner electrode 
surface. The height measurements are made by focusing first on the valleys 
between protrusions and then on the top of protrusions, and converting the 
adjustable focusing movement through a transducer to a digital reading. The 
transducer is calibrated by gauge blocks. The inner, rotating, electrode is 
connected through a flexible coupling to the spindle of a rotator (Pine 
Instruments, Model ASR2). A potentiostat (Wenking Model ST72) was used to 
supply a constant applied current. A saturated calomel electride was used as 
the reference electrode. During the short periods of observation and measure
ment, rotation and plating were interrupted. S.E.M. pictures of electrodes were 
taken after removing the electrode from the cell, followed by rinsing and dry
ing, at the end .of three to seven hours of plating. 

The preparation of the electrode consisted of three steps: 

(i) mechanical polish down to No. 600 silicon carbide paper and 0.3 micro
meter dia. alumina powder; 

(ii) ultrasonic cleaning; 

(iii) electropolishing in a mixture of 50 vol.% phosphoric acid and d.d. 2 
ethanol, using a stainless steel cathode, for 3 minutes at 35 mA/cm 
while stirring the solution. 

The solution resistance was obtained by extrapolating an impedance plot 
(determined by a Solartron Model 170 Frequency Analyzer) at high frequency to 
the real-component abscissa. The potential-time curves were recorded by means 
of a strip chart recorder (Heath SR-204). 

The concentration of ZnCl was determined by Atomic Absorption Spectro
scopy. Drops of concentrated SCl were added to adjust the pH value, which did 
change appreciably for low pH. At high pH no adjustment was necessary during 
the experiments. Analytical reagent grade chemical was used for preparation 
of the electrolyte. 

Table 4-1 shows the statistical design of the experiments and indicates 
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the values of relevant parameters used in the experimental program. The Reynolds 
number, Re, is hr.Q/v, i.e., based on the electrode gap (h). 

1 

The Taylor number, Ta, is Re(h/r )~, where r is the inner radius. Three 
regimes of flow may be discerned, eac~ circumscri!ed ty the Taylor number in 
the following way [67] ; 

Ta<41.3: laminar Couette flow 
41.3<Ta< 400: laminar flow with Taylor vortices 

Ta> 400: turbulent flow. 

The fluid regime is turbulent for all rotation rates used in this experiment. 
This is a quite different condition from that in flow battery applications; 
nevertheless, the effect of turbulent flow on the initial stages of protrusion 
growth, which take place in the viscous sublayer, should have similar features 
as in laminar flow. 

4.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE R.C.C.E. CELL 

The current density and mass transfer flux are uniform for a R.C.C.E. 
cell under practical operation conditions. This contrasts with the rotating 
disk electrode which is characterized by a uniform mass-transfer flux but a 
nonuniform current distribution at current levels below the limiting current 
[68] • It is also very different from the parallel plate electrode cell which 
has neither a uniform current distribution nor a uniform mass-transfer flux. 
In the present study it was considered imperative to have both current and mass
transfer uniformly distributed since any nonuniformity would cause preferential 
growth areas for protrusions in high current-density regions. The objective 
was to generate an experimental data-base for a general analysis of protrusion 
growth rate as a function of convection as distinct from current density effects. 

In addition to the aforementioned advantageous characteristics, the 
R.C.C.E. cell also provides the means for accurate control of convection and 
the possibility of in-situ optical observation. 

A disadvantage of the RCCE cell is that, as already pointed out, the flow 
regime is almost always turbulent. Even at low Ta as well as Re numbers, where 
laminar flow of Couette or roll-cell (Taylor vortex) type should prevail, the 
theoretical mass-transfer rates are almost always obscured by free-convection 
contributions. In the present cell-design the electrode gap is not small enough 
to make the laminar regimes attainable. 

4.4 PROTRUSION GROWTH RATE 

4.4.1. General Behavior 

Fig. 4-3 illustrates a typical growth history in the initial stages 
(height below 500 micrometer). The growth rate increases gradually and becomes 
constant once the protrusion exceeds a certain. height. This is further illus
trated in Fig. 4-4, for various current densities at a fixed rotation rate. 

The height at which the growth rate becomes constant can roughly be taken 
to equal the diffusion layer (concentration boundary layer) thickness at the 
roughened substrate. The behavior illustrated in Fig. 4-3 (oc = 50 ~) and 
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4-4 (oc = 16 ~m) is then in agreement with expectations from the classical tip 
growth model of dendrite growth [69], which predicts an increase of growth rate 
with height but is valid only within the diffusion layer (in this theory assumed 
undistrubed by the dendrite). , 

The protrusion growth rates reported in Table 4.2 are those in the constant
rate regime, obtained by lin~ar regression of height against time or loading, 
charge density, L, in mAh/cm ). Also reported are the apparent induction tines, 
obtained by extrapolating the constant-rate lines back to zero height. This 
follows the definition first adopted by Diggle, et al. [70]. 

4.4.2. Effect of Current Density on Dendrite Growth Rate 

Figures 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6 manifest that if one increases the charging cur
rent level, the dendrite growth rate increases (See also Table 4-2). The 
apparent induction time (or loading) increases with current density, but not 
at low current density and low rotation rate. 

4.4.3. Effect of Convection on Protrusion Growth Rate 

Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show that the protrusion growth rate increases as con
vection increases, for both high and low pH. However, the apparent induction 
time also increases as convection increases. There is a certain loading up to 
which convection suppresses protrusion growth and beyong which it accelerates 
protrusion growth. 

4.4.4. General Conclusions 

The experimental results are summarized in Tables 4-2a and b. Although not 
all variables yield clear correlations, some conclusions may be drawn: 

1. Increasing the convective velocity causes an increased growth rate, but 
also increases the apparent induction time. 

2. Increasing the applied current density increases the growth rate. 

3. Variation of pH has no strong effect on growth rate: it is slightly 
higher at low pH than at pH = 5. (A similar conclusion was reached 
by Oren and Landau [71] • 

4.5. MORPHOLOGY OF THE ELECTRODEPOSITS 

4.5.1. General Observations and Classification 

In general, a bright shining deposit was obtained at low pH, and a dark 
blue, poorly adhesive, deposit at higher pH as shown in Fig. 4-9. Protrusions 
grew much more densely at low pH than at high pH. Fig. 4-10 (in situ photo
graph) shows that nodules cover the entire electrode; when they are first 
observed their height does not exceed the concentration boundary layer thick
ness ( 100 ~m). After that initial period the growth pattern of nodules 
changes according to the operating conditions, as discussed below). 

Fig. 4.9 (left) shows a typical deposit form obtained at low pH and not 
too high rotation rates. It has a web-like (reticular) or fish-net appearance 
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due to the random presence of many holes but is otherwise quite firm and ad
herent. At higher rotation rates the fishnet deposit will show increasing 
alignment in the flow direction, finally forming ridges. At high current 
density as well as rotation rate, the fishnet structure gives way to the emer
gence of very large single nodules, densely set and more or less aligned in 
the flow direction. (Fig. 4.9, middle) These nodules are also quite firm and 
adhere well to the electrode. 

At high pH, the deposit is much softer and less adherent (mossy). It 
may also show profiles (hills and grooves) in the flow direction, but does so 
already at much lower flow velocities. The profiles are less sharp than at 
low pH. At high current densities single nodules are formed but not in great 
concentration or strongly aligned, and not very adherent (Fig. 4.9, ·right) 

Table 4-4 summarizes these characteristics for different operating con~ 
ditions (rotation rate, current density, pH). 

4.5.2. Main types of deposits 

Ridges in the flow direction, as shown in detail in Fig. 4-11, are typi
cally 300-500 ~m high and separated by a distance of the same order. These 
ridges are only found at low pH. They appear to be due to a large number of 
gas bubbles which cling to the electrode in the valleys between nodules and 
inhibit electrodeposition in these valleys, as suggested by the in-situ pic
tures taken at low pH (Fig. 4.13b, Fig. 4.15b-iii) 

The grooves observed at pH = 5 (Fig. 4.12a and b) are much lower in height 
compared with the ridges, and distant by approximately the same length (10 ~m-
50 ~m). They may also be related to gas evolution, however, far fewer gas 
bubbles are formed at pHS so there may be rotating-cylinder secondary-flow 
features involved in their formation. 

Fig. 4.13 shows in detail some single nodules typically (400-2000 micro
meter high) as found in low pH electrodeposition. They are formed at high 
current densities and rotation rates, and are clearly aligned in the flow 
direction. Gas evolution appears to play a particularly important role in this 
alignment. The shape of the nodules is also affected by gas evolution (see 
below). Note the high number density of the nodules at low pH (Fig. 4.15a), 
as compared to that at pH =5 which is much lower.(Fig. 4.10b) 

4.5.3. Gas evolution and bubble effects 

From these observations, gas evolution appears to play a major role in 
the morphological characteristics of the deposit, at least at low pH and in 
the present cell configuration. This was confirmed by in-situ pictures at 
low pH; Fig. 4-15, which indicate that at low pH many gas bubbles cling to the 
tips of the profiles as well as the valleys at the base of the profiles. At 
high pH few gas bubbles are found clinging to the tips of the profiles. 

Gas bubbles have a strong effect on the shape as well as the alignment 
of the deposits. For example, the fishnet texture at low rotation rates is 
obtained due to the clinging of gas bubbles randomly at tip and bottom of 
nodules. Fig. 4.16 suggests that electrodeposition takes place between and 
around gas bubbles. After prolonged charging one then obtains a web-like 
deposit, with small openings as well as larger ones due to the nonuniform 
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size-distribution of clinging bubbles or their sequential coalescence. 

Close-ups of single dendrites such as Fig. 4.13, or fishnet structures 
such as Fig. 4.14, clearly indicate (see Fig. 4.17 that gas bubbles tend to 
smoothen the sharp edges of zinc nodules, or dendritic profiles, thereby 
preventing the fine structure characteristic of "classical" dendrites such as 
found in silver deposition and certain conditions of alkaline zinc deposition. 
This corro.sion ef~ect on deposit morphology is of special interest for zinc/ 
halogen battery applications, because corrosion of the deposit in these flow 
batteries is caused not only by the acidity of the electrolyte but also by 
chlorine or bromine dissolved at low concentrations in the electrolyte. 

The cause of the persistent clinging of gas bubbles at the rotating 
electrode must be sought in the radial pressure gradient that exists in the 
RCCE cell. This gradient, which is positive in the direction away from the 
electrode, favors a stratification of density in the same direction so that 
gas bubbles have a centripetal tendency and cling to the electrode. They can 
be dislodged only by interrupting the rotation and oscillating the electrode 
(or pulsating the electrolytic solution). 

4.6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The permanent presence of gas bubbles at the zinc electrode appears to be 
responsible for many special features of the electrodeposition observed in this 
study. In particular, the morphology of deposits at low pH is unusual, and 
some features (e.g., reticular structures) are not observed by other workers in 
acidic deposition, using flow-channels [61]. Nevertheless, the observations 
made in this study are very relevant to the charging half-cycle in zinc/halogen 
batteries. In particular, the following points are to be noted: 

• Dominance of primary current distribution. 

The strong influence of gas bubbles on morphology at low flow velocities, 
points to the dominance of ohmic resistance over mass transfer resistance in 
determining the current distribution in zinc electrodeposition. 

Deposition in the "potential shadow" of clinging bubbles must be strongly 
depressed for structures like the fishnet morphology to become possible. If 
ohmic resistanc were not limiting, one would expect deposition below bubbles 
leading to lifting or sideways displacement of bubbles and resulting in a much 
more uniform rough deposit. That zinc protrusion ("dendrite") morphology is 
dominated by primary current distribution effects has been stated earlier [72] 
but is not generally realized because the effect is not included in the 
classical tip-growth models. 

• Role of bubbles in the initiation of profiles 

At high flow velocities ridges are formed in low-pH electrodeposition; 
alignment of single nodules occurs eventually if deposition takes place at high 
current density. These effects are due to secondary flows in the wakes of 
bubbles and nodules. The secondary flows caused by bubbles and nodules 
apparently reinforce each other. Of course, profiles may be initiated by 
secondary flows (vortices) that are not related to bubbles; this is apparently 
the case with the grooves observed at low rotation rates in high-pH ' 
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electrodeposition, since gas bubbles are rare at high pH. However, in low-pH 
electrodeposition such secondary flows characteristic for rotating concentric 
cylinders may be overwhelmed by the vortices associated with bubbles, and 
bubble alignment may occur, leading to deposition profiles which in turn 
stabilize bubble streets. The role of bubbles in streak formation is power
fully reinforced by the results of this study. 

• Effect of corrosion by dissolved oxidants on the shape of zinc protrusions 

Electrolyte acidity causes corrosion of the tips of nodules which thereby 
become much more rounded than classical dendrites usually are. This effect, 
.demonstrated visually in this study, should be even more applicable in the 
case of dissolved chlorine and bromine-as in zinc/halogen flow batteries. 
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Table 4.1 Experimental Program 

Statistical Design 

c concentration 1.01 M ZnC12 

pH pH 1.5 

(+3 M KCl) 

5.0 

n rotation rate 200 500 1,500 2,000 

i current density 25 46 82 

Ranges of Parameters 

Ta 5,700 to 50,600 

Re 1,800 to 16,000 

(\ 484 to 96 11m 

0 78 to 16 ]Jm c 

~ 78 to 16 A/em 2 

Turbulence for Ta > 400 
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Table 4.2. Dendrite growth rate (~m/min) for 1.01 M 
ZnC12 and 3M KCl at 

(a) at low pH; (b) at pH=5 

Q (a) 

~2rpm ! 

mA/cm·~ 200 500 1,500 2,000 

25 3.0 4.4 

46 5.1 5.9 13.7 

82 4.8 8.6 10.4 22.1 

(b) 

~2rpm 
~/em~ 200 500 1,500 2,000 

25 N.D. N.D. 

46 N.D. 5.9 10.0 

82 5.0 8.5 10.9 17.6 
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Table 4.3 Macromorphology of the 
Electrodeposits: 
(a) at low pH; 
(b) at pH 5 

(a) 
rpm 

~/cm2 200 500 1,500 

. 
25 F.N. F.N . 

46 F.N. F.N. 

82 F.N . F.N. S.N.F. 

(b) 
rpm 

'mA/cm2 200 500 1,500 

25 

46 6 

82 S.N. S .N. S.N. 

Notation: 

2 , 000 

R.F. 

R.F. 

S. N.F . . 

2,000 

6 

S. N. 

S.N. 

F.N.: fishnet appearance. R.R.:ridges in flow 
direction. 

S.N.F.: single nodule in flow direction 
G: grooves, S.N.:single nodules (random). 
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Re=25 Re=50 

Re-75 Re = 100 

Fig. 4.1. Deposition patterns (striations) of zinc electrodeposited 
from acidic solutions in a parallel-plate flow channel 
(from Ref. 59) • 
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BUSHING <TEFLON) 

2.5Cm~ 

c.n 
h 
3 

LUGGIN CAPILLARY <TO R.E.) 

(a) 

Fig . 4.2. Schematic of rotating-concentric-cylinder-electrode cell : 
(a) side view; (b) top view. 
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/ 

XBB 856-4697 

Fig. 4-9. Electrode appearance after deposition. 
(1.01 M ZnC12 +3M KCl; 1,5002r.p.m.) True size. 2 (i) left: low pH, i = 25 rnA/em , ~.D. = 123 mA-h/cm 2 (ii) middle: low pH, i = 82 rnA/em 1 L.D. = 287 mA-h/cm 2 (iii) right: high pH, i = 46 rnA/em , L.D. = 165 mA-h/cm • 
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( a ) 

(b ) 

CBB 856-4688 

Fig. 4-10. Nodule appearance (20X).Focus on (a) tip of nodules; 
(b) valley floor between nodules. 
Conditions: C = l.OlM ZnC12 2 3M KCl; pH = 5 .0 ; 2 
~ = 200 r.p.m.; i = 82 rnA/em; L.D. = 102.5 rnA-h/cm (1.25h); 
H = 49 ~m. 
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XBB 856-4696 

Fig. 4-11. Ridges in flow direction (SOX) 
Conditions: 2c = l.OlM ZnC12 +3M ~Cl; pH< 1.5; ~ = 2,000 r.p .m. ; 
i = 25 rnA/em ; L.D . = 144, mA-h/cm (5.75h); H = 700 ~m 
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(a) 

(b) 

CBB 856-4686 
Fig. 4-12. Grooves in flow direction. (a) In-situ photograph (20X) ; 

(b) SEM photograph (30X) 
Conditions: C = 1.0~ ZnC12 + 3M2KC1; pH= 5; 
r2 = 500 r.p2m.; (a) ~ = 46 mA/cm , L.D. = z 
322 mA-h/cm (7h); 2 ; (b) i = 30 rnA/em , 
L.D. = 188 mA-h/cm (6.27h), 
Height differences are within experimental accuracy (75~m). 
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(al ) (a2) 

(b ) 

CBB 856-4684 
Fig. 4-13 . Single nodules aligned in flow direction: (a) In-situ photograph 

(20X); (b) SEM photograph (Marker= 1000 ~m). Conditions: 
C = 1.01 M ~nc1 2 +3M KCl; pH< 1.5; 2~ = 1,500 r.p.m .; 
i = 82mA/cm ; (al) L.D. 2= 41 mA- h/cm (0.5h), H = 370 ~m; 
(a2) L.D. = 2342mA-h/cm (2.85h), H = 64 ~m; 
(b) 288 mA-h/cm (3.5lh), H = 770 ~m. 
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( R) 

(b) 

zs 3 l9 3 09 

XBB 856-4695 
Fig. 4-14. Fishnet (reticular) texture of low-pH deposit. 

(a) Overview (Marker = 1000 f.lm); (b) Detail (Marker = 100 f.lm). 
Conditions: 2 = 1.01 M ZnC1 2, pH~ 1.5, 0 = 1,500 r.p.m., 
i = 46 rnA/em , L.D. = 210 mA-h/cm (4.56h), H = 885 f.lm. 
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(a) (bl) 

(b2) (b3) 

CBB 856-4692 
Fig. 4-15. Gas bubbles clinging to the deposit surface under low-pH 

conditions (20X) Conditions: C = 1.01M.ZnC12 +3M ~CL, 
pH< 1.5; Case (a~~= 1,500 r.p.m., ~ = 46 rnA/em , 
L.D. = 46 mA-h/cm (1h), H = 300 ~m; 2 
Case (b~ ~ = 500 r.p.m. i = 82 rnA/em ; (b1)2L.D. = 35.5 
mA-h/cm (0.43h), (b2) L.D. = 127.1 mA2htcm (1.55 h), 
nodule tip; (b3) L.D. = 127.1 mA-h/cm (1.55h), nodule 
base, H = 230 ~m. 
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CBB 856-4690 
Fig. 4-16. Deposition around gas bubbles at low pH (20X) 

Conditions: C = l.OlM ZnC12 : 3M KC1, 2 
pH< 1.5, D = 1,502 r.p.m., ~ = 46 mA/cm 
L.D. = 138 mA-h/cm , H = 330 ~m. 
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XBB 856-4694 

Fig. 4-17 . Corrosion of profile tip at low pH (Marker=lOO ~m 
Conditions: C = l.?lM ZnC12 + iM KC1, pH < 1.5, 
n = 1,500 r.p.m., 2 = 82 rnA/em ' 
L.D. = 288 mA-h/cm (3.5lh) H = 770 ~m. 
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APPENDIX 

During the period January 17 -August 9, 1983 P.I.,visited the following 
laboratories for seminars and discussions related to acidic zinc electrodeposi
tion under zinc/halogen battery conditions: 

A. Laboratory of Electrochemistry 
Technical University Eindhoven 
Afdeling Scheikundige Technologie 
Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven 
Den Dolech 2 
5600 M.B. Eindhoven, Netherlands 

Persons visited: Professor E. Barendrecht, Dr. W. Visscher, Dr. J. Hendrikx 

Subjects: 1. Use of AC impedance techniques for characterization of zinc 
electrodes; 2. Application of potential-step techniques for investigation 
of nucleation. 

Important references to ongoing work: 

1. J. Hendrikx, "The Zinc Electrode: Its Behaviour in the Nickel Oxide
Zinc Accumulator", Dissertation, Technological University Eindhoven, 
May 1984. 

2. M. Y. Abyaneh, J. L. H. M. Hendrikx, W. Visscher, and E. Barendrecht, 
"The Electrocrystalization of Zinc from Alkaline Media", J. Electrochem. 
Soc. 129, 2654 (1982). 

3. J. L. H. M. Hendrikx, W. Visscher, and E. Barendrecht, "Interaction of 
Zinc deposited from an Alkaline Solution with a Polycrystalline Silver 
Substrate", Electrochim. Acta 22, 743 (1983). 

4. J. L. H. M. Hendrikx, A. van der Putten, W. Visscher and E. Barendrecht, 
"The Electrodeposition and Dissolution of Zinc and Amalgamated Zinc in 
Alkaline Solutions", Electrochim. Acta 29, 81 (1984). 

B. Laboratory for Physics of Liquids and-Electrochemistry (C.N.R.S.) 
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie 
4 Place Jussieu 
75230 Paris Cedex 05, France 

Persons visited: Dr. R. Wiart, Dr. C. Deslouis, Dr. B. Tribollet 

Subjects: 1. Use of AC impedance techniques for characterization of Zinc 
electrode kinetics and nucleation; 2. Electrohydrodynamical impedance of 
rotating electrodes in electrodeposition and electrodissolution 

Important references to ongoing work: 

1. C. Cachet, I. Epelboin, M. Keddam and R. Wiart, "The Ag/ Ag + System: 
An Impedance Model for Nucleation and Growth", J. Electroanal. Chern. 
100 475 (1979). 
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2. C. Cachet, C. Gabrielli, F. Huet, M. Keddam, and R. Wiart, "Growth 
Mechanism for Silver Electrodeposition - A Kinetic Analysis by Impedance 
and Noise Measurements", Electrochim. Acta 28, 899 (1983). 

3. J. Bressan and R. Wiart, "Inhibited Zinc Electrodeposition: Electrode 
Kinetics and Deposit Morphology", J. Appl. Electrochem. 2_, 43 (1979). 

4. J. Bressan and R. Wiart, "Diffusion Controlled Inhibition of Electro
deposition: Impedance Measurements", J. Appl. Electrochem. 9, 615 (1979). 

5. C. Cachet and R. Wiart, "The Kinetics of Zinc Dissolution in Chloride 
Electrolytes: Impedance Measurements and Electrode Morphology", J. Electro
anal. Chem. 111, 235 (1980). 

6. J. Bressan and R. Wiart, "An Impedance Model for the Diffusion-Controlled 
Inhibition of Zinc Electrodeposition", J. Electroanal. Chem. 107, 233 
(1980). 

7. C. Cachet and R. Wiart, "Reaction Mechanism for Zinc Dissolution in 
Chloride Electrolytes", J. Electroanal. Chem. 129, 103 (1981). 

8. C. Cachet, U. Stroder, and R. Wiart, "The Kinetics of Zinc Electrode in 
Alkaline Zincate Electrolytes", Electrochimica Acta IL, 903 (1982). 

9. C. Deslouis, C. Gabrielli, Ph. Sainte-Rose Fanchine, and B. Tribollet, 
"Electrohydrodynamical Impedance on a Rotating Disk Electrode: I. 
Redox System", J. Electrochem. Soc. 129, 107 (1982). 

10. C. Deslouis and B. Tribollet, "Electrohydrodynamical Impedance on a 
Rotating Disk Electrode: II. Non-steady Mass Transfer in an Ostwald 
Fluid", J. Electroanal. Chem. 142, 95 (1982). 

11. F. Dabosi, C. Deslouis, M. Duprat, and M. Keddam, "Corrosion Inhibition 
Study of a Carbon Steel in Neutral Chloride Solutions by Impedance 
Techniques", J. Electrochem. Soc. 130, 761 (1983). 

12. c. Deslouis and B. Tribollet, "Fundamental Aspects of Unsteady Mass 
Transfer by EHD and Diffusion Impedances", Ext. Abstr. B2-9, 35th Mtg. 
Internat. Soc. Electrochemistry, Berkeley, USA, Aug. 5-10, 1984 
PP• 503-555) 

C. Institute for Technical Electrochemistry 
Technical University Vienna 
Getreidemarkt 9 
A-1060 Vienna, Austria 

Persons visited: Professor Dr. Ch. Fabjan, Professor Dr. M. Breiter 

Subject: 1. Bromine electrochemistry in zinc/bromine system and bromine 
corrosion of zinc deposits; 2. Cathodic oxygen reduction mechanism. 

Important references to ongoing work: 
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1. Ch. Fabjan and K. Kordesch, "The Zinc-Bromine Storage System", Ext. Abstr. 
A4-2, 35th Mtg. Internat. Soc. Electrochemistry, Berkeley, USA, Aug. 5-10, 
1984 (p. 205-207) 

2. Ch. Fabjan, M. R. Kazemi, and A. Necke1, "Untersuchungen t1ber den 
Mechanismus und die Katalyse der kathodischen Sauerstoffreduktion an 
verschiedenen Metallen", Ber. Bunsen Ges. 84, 1026 (1980). 

3. Ch. Fabjan and Kh. E1-Khalaf, "Magnesium Anodes for Aqueous Electrolyte 
Cells", Ext. Abstr. A2-21, 35th Mtg. Internat. Soc., Electrochemistry, 
Berkeley, USA, Aug. 5-10, 1984 (p. 99•101) • 
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